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Holdawayite, Mnu(CO3)r(OH)?(Cl,OH),a structure containinganions in
zeolite-likechannelsx
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Ansrn-tcr
The crystal structure of holdawayite, Mn6(CO3),(OH)?(C1,OH)
[space group C2/m, a:
2 3 . 4 3 7 ( 5 ) , b : 3 . 3 1 3 7 ( 3 ) , c : 1 6 . 6 1 8 ( 6 ) A , B :l l l . l 5 ( 2 f l h a s b e e n d e t e r m i n e d a n d r e f i n e d
to a residual of 0.047. Carbonategroups are linked to five Mn(O,OH)u octahedrain planar
units, which in turn are linked parallel to b to form five-octahedron-sidedtubes extended
parallel to b, each having a central ribbing of CO, groups. Such columns are cross-linked
parallel to c to give slabs parallel to the b-c plane. These in turn are cross-linked so that
vacant columns occur between slabs.Each coiumn is a channel defined by superimposed
eight-memberedrings of edge-sharingMn(O,OH)u octahedra.Cl atoms occupy sites along
the central axis of these channels and are coordinated only to OH ions through weak
hydrogen bonds. The Cl balancesthe net positive chargeof the framework and may give
rise to anion exchangeor anionic conductivity through the infinitely extended channels.
The structure is closely related to that of defernite, car(cor)(oH,cl)o, and differs only in
the relative displacementsof adjacent slabs of octahedraand CO, groups.
INrnooucrroN
Holdawayite has recently been describedby peacor et
al. (1988)as a new mineral from the Kombat mine, Namibia, where it occurs locally and abundantly as a primary mineral in low-grademetamorphosedMn-rich sedimentary rocks intercalated with metasedimentary iron
ores.The chemicalformula, Mnu(COr),(OH),(Cl,OH),and
crystallographicdata given by Peacoret al. imply that its
crystal structure is closely related to that of the rare mineral defernite, Car(COr)(OH)o.nHrO, which perhaps not
coincidentally also occurs at the Kombat mine. The
structure of defernite was determined by Leibich and Sarp
(1985), who showedthat it contains sheetsof interconnected Ca(O,OH)uand CO, groups, but with large voids
within sheetsthat form continuous columns oriented normal to the layers. Water molecules partially occupy the
channels,which are akin to voids in zeolites and which
may thus possession-exchange,molecular-sieve,or ionic-conduction properties.
The crystallographicparametersof holdawayite (space
groupC2/m, a : 23.437(5),b : 3.3| 37(3),c : I 6.6I 3(6)
A, B : I I l.l5(2)", Z: 8;peacoret al., tlAA; are related
to those of defernite(spacegroup Pnam, a : 17.860(5),
b :22.775(6), c : 3.658(l)A; Liebich and Sarp, 1985).
These and other data imply that the two minerals may
be members of a more extensivefamily of layered structures, basedon simple modules. We therefore undertook
a determination of the structure of holdawayite in order
to definethose relations.

Srnucrunn

DETERMTNATToN

The intensities of 1466 reflectionshaving sin d = 0.46
were measured using a crystal fragment of dimensions
0.12 x 0.20 x 0.27 mm, graphite-monochromatized
MoKa radiation, and a computer-controlled Supper-Pace
diffractometer that usesWeissenbergequi-inclination geometry. Scanningrates were 2"/min or 4o/min with highand low-side background counts of 25 s. The data were
correctedfor Lorentz-polarization and absorption effects
(Burnham,1962)(p, : 59.4cm-'), resultingin a final data
set of 1436 reflections after symmetry equivalents were
removed.Of these,177 reflectionshad lFl"o" < 3ol.Fl.o"
and were consideredunobserved.
The locations of all atoms, including H, were obtained
from a combination of direct methods (Gilmore, 1983),
electron density, and difference--electrondensity syntheses.The structure was refined using the program sHELxzo (Sheldrick, 1976), neutral-atom scatteringfactors, and
anomalous dispersion factors (International Tables for
X-Ray Crystallography, 1974), and the reciprocal variancesof the lFl.o. as weights. The E map revealed the
locations of all of the metal and C atoms plus 8 of the l3
oxygens.The first Fourier synthesis,calculatedwhen the
residual had reached 0.20, revealed the remaining oxygens and three modest peaks at (0,0,0), (0,0,t/z), and
(0,1/z,t/z)
in the center of the structural channels.A differencesynthesis,calculatedwhen the residual had declined
to 0.08, yielded two additional occupied channel sites at
(0,0.26,V2)
and (0,0.16,0).These five channel sites were
initially assumedto be partially occupied O positions but
. Co.tt.it"tion no. 439, The Mineralogical
Laboratory,De- were soon reassignedto CI, as there were no other peaks
partmentof GeologicalSciences,
The Universityof Miihigan, in the synthesisthat could account for the ca. 2.9 Cl per
Ann Arbor,Michigan48109-1063.
cell indicated by the chemical analysis,and the channels
0003404x/88/05064637$02.00
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would be the most reasonablelocations for a very large
anion like Cl-. The sevenH positions were obtained from
a second difference synthesiscalculated at a residual of
0.058. These were readily recognized as H from their
characteristic distancesto O atoms, which were known
from their bond-valencesums to be hydroxyl oxygens.
The formula calculatedfrom the chemical analysissuggestssolid solution of 2l.l Mn, 2.5 Mg, plus minor Ca
and Fe on the 24 octahedralcation sites in the unit cell
(Peacoret al., 1988). Refinement of site occupancyfactors for Mn(l) to Mn(6) (Table 2) revealed that Mg is

TneLe2. Refinedoccupancyfactorsfor Mn andCl sites
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by its lower
primarily concentratedin Mn(4), as suggested
ulr"rug"ivtn-O bond distance(2.18 Avs. 2.21-2.2: A for
the other Mn sites). The occupancy factors of Cl(l) to
Cl(5) were also refined, as these sites were expected on
geometrical grounds to be partially vacant' The formula
calculated from the chemical analysis further suggeststhat
a fourth atom, probably a hydroxyl oxygen,is also present in one of these partially occupied positions. In some
cases,the coordinates of the H atoms refined to give unreasonably short O-H distances.Accordingly, the coordinates of all H atoms were held conslant at the values
derived from the differencesynthesis,with isotropic temperature factors arbitrarily fixed at 0.02 A'. These H positions give O-H distanceswithin the normal rangefound
in X-ray diffraction studies.
Refinement of the structure with isotropic temperature
factors convergedat an unweighted residual of0.058. Introduction of anisotropic temperature factors reduced this
to the final values of 0.044 (unweighted) and 0.031
(weighted) for the 1259 observed reflections. The final
values of the atomic parametersare listed in Table 1, site
occupancies in Table 2, the observed and calculated
structure factors in Table 3,' selectedinteratomic disI A copy of Table 3 may be ordered as Document AM-88-379
from the BusinessOfrce, Mineralogical Societyof America,1625
I Street,N.W., Suite414,Washington,D.C. 20006,U.S.A' Please
remit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
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tancesand anglesin Table 4, and empirical bond valences Trele 4. Selected interatomicdistances (A) and angles (")
calculatedby the method of Brown and Wu (1976) in
Mn(O,OH)6
octahedra
Table 5.
Mn(1)-o(10)' 2.085(5)
Mn(4Fo(s).
2.102(5)
Srnucrunn DEScRrprroN
Figure I shows the principal features of the structure.
All atoms, with the exception of some of the Cl atoms
that occupylargezeoliteJike cavities,are on mirror planes
aI y : 0,Y2.Mn atoms are approximately octahedrally
coordinated with one oftheir principal equatorial planes
oriented parallel to b. These approximately squareequatorial planes are defined by two O or OH ions at y : g
(or 7z)and two at / : I (or -t/z); apical O or OH ions
arc at y : t/z(or 0). All octahedrasharetwo edgesof these
equatorial planes with octahedra related by +b to form
octahedralchains extending parallel to b.
Trigonal carbonategroupsare planar in (010).The three
oxygen atoms of a given CO, group are sharedwith five
Mn(O,OH)u octahedra. The five octahedra are, in turn,
related by edge-and vertex-sharingto form a five-membered ring (Figs. I and 2) around each carbonate group.
Becauseeach Mn octahedron is part of an infinitely extended chain parallel to b, thesefive-memberedrings actually representa projection of a nearly pentagonal column of octahedra,with CO, groups forming an internal
ribbing. Becausea given octahedralchain may be an edge
oftwo adjacentpentagonalcolumns, the sequenceofparallel columns extending parallel to c forms a "wall" or
slab ofoctahedraparallel to (100).
The walls ofoctahedra are, in turn, crossJinkedthrough
vertex-sharingoctahedra with 0(6) serving as the bridging anion. This results in large voids defined by eightmemberedrings of edge-sharingoctahedra.Becauseeach
octahedronis part ofan infinitely extendedchain parallel
to b, thesevoids are actually infinitely extendedoctagonal
columns or channels parallel to b. Figure 1 shows that
the channels are effectively ellipsoidal in cross section
and are of two types, which differ slightly in shape.The
one containinecl(2), Cl(3), and Cl(4) has free dimensions
of ca. 3.3 x 6.4 A, whereasthat containing Cl(l) and
Cl(5) has dimensionsof ca.3.4 x 5.1 A. These values
were estimated graphically from Figure I assuminga radius of 1.35 A for the three-coordinated OH ions that
form the channel walls. The 1.35-A value was chosen
becauseit results in contact between adjacent OH ions
and becauseit is the ionic radius of three-coordinated
OH (Shannon, 1976). From the radii given by Shannon
(1976)for six-coordinatedOH and the halides,it is evident that only OH-, F , and Cl (ionic diameters 2.74,
2.66, and 3.62 L, respectively)are small enough to be
accommodated in the channels of holdawayite and that
only Cl- provides a "close fit" to the minimum channel
dimension of ca. 3.3 A. AU of tne qualitative featuresof
the holdawayite structure describedhere also occur in the
structure ofdefernite (Liebich and Sarp, 1985).
The eight-memberedrings of octahedra have Mn atoms that alternate at heights of y : g and 7z(Figs. I and
2). This pattern causesthe ligands ofthe equatorial planes
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to be sharedbetween three octahedra,thus giving rise to
ideal (Pauling)bond valencesof - l. The empirical bond
valences (Table 5) are also consistent with ligands of
charge- l. Theseions must be hydroxyl rather than chloride as shown by the bond distancesin Table 4. In addition, it will be seenfrom Table 4 that atoms Mn(3) to
Mn(6) eachhave one additional long interatomic distance
of 2.9-3.1A to one of the carbonateoxygensO(2), O(8),
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a)

Fig. 1. Projection of the holdawayite structure onto (010). Circles of increasing size representC, Mn, OH, and Cl. Solid and
: 0 are stippled.
open circles representatoms at -/ : 0 and Yz,respectively(exceptfor Cl). Polyhedra centeredon C or Mn at /

and O(l l). [The next-shortest Mn-O distance is a long
3.688(4) A.l Atthough these distancesare outside of the
usual range for Mn2*-O bonds, Table 5 shows that their
inclusion in the Mn coordination spherescausesthe bondvalencesums of Mn(3), Mn(5), Mn(6), O(2), O(8), and
O(l l) to more nearly approach their ideal values. This
suggeststhat they may representweak, long-rangeinter-

actions and that atoms Mn(3), Mn(5), and Mn(6) may
eachbe consideredto be coordinated to a seventhligand.
The foregoing hypothesis cannot explain what seemsto
be a serious undersaturation of Mn(2), however, as the
closestadditional oxygen is O(8) at 3.308(4)A, which
would contribute only 0.03 v.u. to the sum for Mn(2).
Figure I shows that any two eight-memberedrings of

TeeLe5. Empiricalbond valences(v.u.)
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/Vofe-.Valencesol M(4) and M(6) are catculatedfrom weighted averagesof Mn and Mg. The H atoms were excludedfrom all calculations.Valences
in parenthesesare those for Mn-O distances in the 2.9J.1-A range (see text).
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octahedrathat are adjacent parallel to c have sequences
of Mn atoms with interchangedvalues of y : 0 and,t/2.
The samerelation is emphasizedin Figure 2a where only
the relative positions ofthe octahedralcations are shown.
Figure 2b showsthe same feature for the defernite structure. The overall topologiesofthe structuresofdefernite
and holdawayite are almost identical. Indeed, a slab that
extendsinfinitely parallel to b and c in holdawayite, and
that has a thicknessof d,oo(one unit translation thick), is
common to both structures.The structuresdiffer in that
alternate slabs in holdawayite may be shifted by +c/2
(+t/2in defernite) to form the defernite structure. This
featureresemblesa classicunit-cell twinning relationship.
It suggeststhat samplesmay exist that contain mixtures
of the two repeats.Such mixtures could give rise to either
ordered or disorderedsequences.Accordingly, diffraction
patterns of both defernite and holdawayite were examined for evidenceofsuch "stacking faults," but none was
observed. It is therefore tempting to consider that the
alternatestructuresare defined by the relative radii of Ca
versus Mn, with only one of the two stacking sequences
being consistentwith one or the other ion; no such relation was discerned.Nevertheless,specimenshaving compositions intermediate to defernite and holdawayite should
be examined for the possibility of alternate stacking sequencesas opposed to Ca-Mn solid solution or coexistenceof end-memberminerals.
An alternative way of visualizing the relationship between the two structuresmay be obtained by noting that,
although the two kinds of eight-memberedrings have alternating Mn atoms at different heights (1t : O,Vzrather
than t/2,0),their anions have the same approximate positions. Given this distribution of ligands,an Mn(O,OH)u
octahedroncan be formed by placing an Mn atom either
at 0 or t/2.The apical ligands for one position (say, .y :
0) alternatively serve as two of the four ligands of the
equatorial plane for the other position (say, .y : Vz).Of
course,one configuration of anions is extremely distorted
relative to the other, but to a first approximation the distributions of anions are the same.The only essentialdifferencesin relative atomic positions in defernite and holdawayite, therefore, are the differencesin the Mn (or Ca)
positions.Alternateslabsof one,as relatedby +c/2,have
anions approximately invariant to this translation, with
only octahedralcations affected.
CH.LNNBI

CoNTENTS

AND HyDRocEN

BONDTNG

The chemical formula derived from the Mn coordination polyhedra and carbonate goups is Mnro (CO.),
(OH)rr, which has an excessof four positive chargesassuming that Mn is divalent. The only only remaining
sourcesof compensating negative charge are the atoms
that lie on specialpositions in the centersofthe octahedral
eight-memberedrings;i.e.,
the atomslabeledCl(l) to Cl(5)
in Figure 1. These were refined as anion sites, partially
occupiedby a total ofca. 3.4 Cl. The latter total is derived
from the site-occupancy-factorrefinement and is close to
the 2.9 Cl per cell derived from the chemical analysis of
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Fig.2. (a)Patterns
projected
of Mn octahedra
in holdawayite,
on (010).Solidandopencirclesrepresent
Mn at y :0 and,Vz,
(b) PatternofCa octahedra
respectively.
in defernite,projected
on (00l). A slabofstructurewith a thickness
ofd,ooandinfinitely
parallelto a andc is commonto bothholdawayite
extended
and
defernite.Alternateslabsarerelatedby +a/2 ofholdawayitein
the two structures.
Peacoret al. (1988).However,becausetheseprovide only
3.4 of the additional negative chargesneeded,it must be
assumedthat C(l) to Cl(5) also contain a fourth univalent anion, probably (OH) . The ideal formula of holdawayite is therefore Mnro(COr)r(OH)r8(Cl,OH)4or Mnu(CO3),(OH)?(CI,OH)virth Z : 4.
The crystal structure of defernite as determined by Liebich and Sarp(1985)leadsto the formula Ca.(CO,),(OH),.
nHrO, which is based only on the atomic positions and
which has excessnegative charge.The formula as determined by Sarp et al. (1980) using chemical analysesis
Cau(COr)r(OH,Cl)r.nHrO. The HrO derived from the
structure analysiscorrespondsto partially occupied sites
in the centersof the eight-memberedrings, analogousto
the Cl of holdawayite. The equivalent relations for holdawayite suggestthat the HrO of defernite is actually Cl,
giving rise to the charge-balancedstructural formula
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Cau(COr)r(OH,Cl)r,in agreementwith analytical chemical
data.
The (CI,OH) ions present in the channel sites Cl(l) to
Cl(5) ofholdawayite are coordinated only to the hydroxyl
ions that line the channelsand to other (CI,OH) ions of
the same set situated above and below them. They are
not bonded to any ofthe octahedralcations, as shown by
the fact that the sholtest Mn-Cl distance in the structure
is 3.822(2) A 6aUte 4). On the other hand, there are
numerous O-Cl distanceslessthan the sum of the van der
Waals radii. 3.3 A (Alcock, 1972),and the H atoms are
located approximately along the lines connectingthe OH
and Cl sites in the difference map. These relations, plus
the absenceof any Cl-cation bonds, imply that Cl(l) to
Cl(5) are hydrogen-bondedto the hydroxyl oxygensO(3),
O(4), O(5), O(7), O(9), and O(10). Their O-Cl distances
are all within the 3.0-3.4 A rangegiven by Baur (1970)
for hydrogen-bonded O-H"'CI configurations. Among
minerals there is a direct analogy in the structure of zunyite, where each Cl is hydrogen-bondgdto six hydroxyl
groups, with a Cl-O distance of 3.06 A paur and Ohta,
1982).Atom 0(6) is alsoa hydroxyl oxygen,but the closest
channelanionsareCl(5) at 4.030(7)A and C(l) at 4.20a(5)
A. It would seem,therefore,that 0(6) is the only hydroxyl
oxygenthat doesnot participate in the hydrogen-bonding
system in holdawayite.
The actual coordination numbers of the Cl atoms are
indeterminatebecauseall suchsitesarepartially occupied.
Their apparent coordination numbers by OH ions range
from two to eight if 3.4 A is acceptedas the maximum
bonding distance. However, some of these contacts are
necessarilyfictitious, as they representdistancesbetween
OH and vacant Cl sites.
The system ofhydrogen bonds around each Cl acts to
distribute its - I chargeover a very large volume and, in
fact, representsthe sole bonding mechanism for Cl. The
weak hydrogenbonding and the continuous columnar nature of the voids parallel to b suggestthat Cl may be
mobile, analogousto cations in zeolites; i.e., the Cl may
be exchangeableifholdawayite is placedin solutions even
at very low temperatures.The limiting factor may be the
OH--halide distance.It is fixed by the dimensions of the
eight-memberedring and appearsto be inappropriate for
other halide ions [but not for (OH)-]. The unusual structure type representedby defernite and holdawayite may
permit rapid difusion only of Cl. Thesecompounds may
therefore be one-dimensional anion conductors having
uselul electronicapplications.
The occurrenceof frameworks with net negative charges,
combined with charge-balancingcations in interframework sitesis common amongminerals.Clay minerals such
as smectite and members of the zeolite group are classic

examples.Mineral structuresthat are based on a framework having a net positive charge,balancedby anions in
interframework voids, are rare. There are, to be sure, many
examplesof tektosilicatescontaining anions in cavities or
channels, e.g., the salt-bearing feldspathoids, but in all
suchcasesthe framework is negativelycharged.The structure of zunyite (Baur and Ohta, 1982) is an exception in
that Cl is hydrogen-bondedto OH, which in turn is part
of a tetrahedral-octahedralaluminosilicate framework with
an overall positive charge.However, the Cl does not appear to be zeolitic in the sensethat it may be mobile or
replaceable.The structuresofholdawayite and defernite
therefore appear to be unique in this respect.
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